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Abstract: Background: Various stimulation methods, including electrical, ultrasound, mechanical,
and biological interventions, are explored, each leveraging intricate cellular and molecular dynamics
to expedite healing. The advent of stromal vascular fraction (SVF) marks a significant stride, offering
multifarious benefits in bone healing, from enhanced bone formation to optimal vascular integration,
drawing a harmonious balance between innate mechanisms and scientific advancements. Methods:
This systematic review was conducted focusing on literature from 2016 to 2023 and encompass-
ing various bone healing stimulation mechanisms like SVF, electrical, ultrasound, and mechanical
stimulation. The extracted data underwent meticulous synthesis and analysis, emphasizing com-
parative evaluations of mechanisms, applications, and outcomes of each intervention. Results: The
reviewed studies reveal the potential of SVF in bone fracture healing, with its regenerative and
anti-inflammatory effects. The purification of SVF is crucial for safe therapeutic use. Characterization
involves flow cytometry and microscopy. Studies show SVF’s efficacy in bone regeneration, versatility
in various contexts, and potential for clinical use. SVF appears superior to electrical, ultrasound, and
mechanical stimulation, with low complications. Conclusions: This review compares bone healing
methods, including SVF. It provides valuable insights into SVF’s potential for bone regeneration.
However, due to limited human studies and potential bias, cautious interpretation is necessary.
Further research is essential to validate these findings and determine the optimal SVF applications in
bone healing.

Keywords: regenerative medicine; stromal vascular fraction; tissue regeneration; graft survival; surgery

1. Introduction

The healing of fractures, such as a broken femur, indicated the presence of caregiving in
early civilizations, a concept highlighted by anthropologist Margaret Mead [1,2]. Over time,
the approach to treating bone fractures evolved from simple realignment to enhancing and
speeding up the healing process [1]. This evolution included the use of herbal remedies in
ancient times, the introduction of plaster casts in the 19th century, and modern technological
advancements. Bone healing itself is a complex, naturally orchestrated process involving
several phases of cellular and molecular activity, showcasing the body’s remarkable ability
to repair and regenerate [3,4]. The process is generated by a fracture, setting off an acute
inflammatory response. At the molecular level, cytokines and chemokines are rapidly
released, acting as beacon signals for immune cells like neutrophils and macrophages to
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merge on the injury site [5]. Concurrently, the activation of the blood clotting cascade forms
a hematoma at the fracture site, providing a provisional matrix for incoming cells. This
initial phase, while protective, also diligently prepares the groundwork for the healing
stages that lie ahead [5,6].

Transitioning from inflammation, the reparative phase is ushered in. Central to this
phase are chondrocytes, fibroblasts, and osteoblasts. Chondrocytes initiate the cartilage
formation, laying the groundwork for subsequent bone formation. Fibroblasts, driven by
growth factors like bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs), lay down a collagen-rich matrix,
culminating in a soft callus that encases the fracture. This platform is transient, serving as a
placeholder until osteoblasts take the lead. Osteoblasts initiate the synthesis of new bone
tissue, gradually transforming the soft callus into a sturdier bony callus [7].

The process culminates with the remodeling phase, where osteoclasts—cells adept
at bone resorption—begin their meticulous task. With the interplay of molecular signals
and growth factors, osteoclasts fine-tune the newly formed bone, ensuring its structure and
strength are harmoniously aligned with the original bone. Simultaneously, osteoblasts con-
tinue to deposit bone, achieving a delicate balance between bone formation and resorption [8].

This knowledge has not only revealed the marvels of nature but has also laid a solid
foundation, paving the way for the development of numerous techniques designed to
amplify and stimulate this innate process. At the vanguard is electrical stimulation, often
described as a process between cellular dynamics and electrical currents [8,9]. Electrical
stimulation can trigger changes in the concentrations of ions within the cell, which can
in turn activate or inhibit specific signaling pathways [10]. This can lead to alterations in
gene expression, protein synthesis, and cellular metabolism. Furthermore, electrical stim-
ulation has been shown to promote cell proliferation, differentiation, and migration [11].
For example, in the field of regenerative medicine, electrical stimulation has been used to
enhance the healing of tissues by promoting the growth and differentiation of stem cells. In
addition, electrical stimulation can affect the release of various signaling molecules, such as
neurotransmitters and growth factors, which can influence neighboring cells and tissue
migration [10,11]. For instance, direct current stimulation necessitates a surgical insertion
of electrodes directly at the fracture’s epicenter. Once in place, these electrodes discharge a
continuous electric current, which vitalizes cellular processes pivotal to bone repair. A less
invasive sibling to this approach is capacitive coupling stimulation, employing external
electrodes to conjure an electric field that envelops and nurtures the fracture from the
outside, mitigating the need for any internal implants. It would be noteworthy to mention
that DCS is not widely used, and CCS has limited efficacy to certain types of fractures. An-
other player in this field is pulsed electromagnetic field (PEMF) therapy. Here, an external
apparatus crafts a distinct electromagnetic field, serving as a catalyst that invigorates cells
and essential biochemical reactions, steering the path of bone regeneration [9–11].

Next, we have ultrasound stimulation, where the very vibrations of sound waves
become the healers. Specific frequencies and intensities of these waves have been shown to
have a compelling influence on cellular activities. A prime technique, low-intensity pulsed
ultrasound (LIPUS), focuses these waves on the fracture, inducing a surge in osteoblast
activities, the main architects of bone, accelerating the healing trajectory [11,12].

Mechanical stimulation utilizes specialized devices to apply measured forces onto
the fracture, rekindling the cellular dance of bone formation. Additionally, vibration
therapy, with its precision-calibrated shakes, has proven to be a boon, especially for those
grappling with conditions like osteoporosis, fortifying weakened bones [13]. In the 19th
century, the German anatomist Julius Wolff proposed “Wolff’s Law”, stating that bone
remodels in response to the forces or stresses placed upon it. This principle emphasizes
that bone density and architecture can change based on the functional forces it experiences.
Therefore, areas subjected to more significant loads become stronger, whereas those with
less mechanical stimulation weaken over time [14].

Dynamic mechanical stimulation involves exerting controlled forces or loads directly
on the fracture site, prompting the cellular mechanisms responsible for bone formation.
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By mimicking the natural stresses bone would typically experience, this method aims to
accelerate the healing process [15].

Vibration therapy is an alternative to direct mechanical loading; vibration therapy
exposes the entire skeleton or specific parts to low-magnitude, high-frequency mechanical
stimuli. When mechanical forces are applied to bone, osteocytes sense this change and re-
lease signaling molecules. Low-intensity vibration (LIV), (35–90 Hz, 15 min/daily) resulting
in improved callus density, enlarged callus area and width, accelerated osteotomy bridging,
upregulated osteocalcin expression, and suppressed osteoclast activity at 30 days [11,16].
This cellular communication often results in the recruitment of bone-forming cells, os-
teoblasts, and the inhibition of bone-resorbing cells, or osteoclasts [17]. BMPs belong to the
transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β) superfamily. Several BMPs have been studied
for their role in bone healing, with BMP-2 and BMP-7 (also known as osteogenic protein-1
or OP-1) being the most extensively researched and clinically applied, accelerating bone
growth when introduced to the fracture zone. BMPs significantly improved healing rates
in long bone nonunion and were a viable alternative to autografts [4,11,18]. Then, there is
the platelet-rich plasma (PRP), a concentrate rich in growth factors, derived directly from
the patient, acting as a potent agent for regeneration. Not to forget the potential benefits of
stem cell therapy, wherein the chameleon-like mesenchymal stem cells, with their ability to
transform into bone cells, bring significant reinforcements to the healing front [5,19].

Nutritional and pharmacological stimulation contributes by providing nutrients and
support to enhance the bone’s healing process. Essential elements like vitamin D and
calcium stand as cornerstones of bone health, ensuring a strong foundation for fracture
healing. Medications such as bisphosphonates, beyond their traditional role in osteoporosis
treatment, assist in the recovery process by reducing bone decomposition. Meanwhile, the
periodic administration of the parathyroid hormone (PTH) acts as a regenerative catalyst,
amplifying bone repair mechanisms [5,20].

SVF is a heterogeneous mixture of cells, pericytes, smooth muscle cells, and adipose-
derived stem cells (ADSCs) [21]. These cells play a crucial role in tissue regeneration and
repair, primarily due to their ability to differentiate into various cell types and release
angiogenic and anti-inflammatory factors [22]. Among these, the ADSCs are particularly
notable for their multipotency, enabling them to differentiate into various cell types, such
as adipocytes, osteoblasts, and chondrocytes, under appropriate conditions [21]. Moreover,
these cells are known for their angiogenic and immunomodulatory capabilities, primarily
due to their secretion of growth factors and cytokines [23]. While the regenerative and repar-
ative capacities can be traced back to the ADSCs, the immune cells within SVF contribute
to the immunomodulatory effects, essential for tissue repair and regeneration [24]. Over
the following decades, this recognition spiraled into a flurry of research investigating the
regenerative potential of SVF, spurred by its accessibility and abundant stem cell content.
SVF began garnering attention across diverse disciplines [19].

SVF can initiate a radical paradigm shift in understanding and addressing bone frac-
tures, deviating away from conventional methods and searching the unexplored domains
of cellular and molecular science. It integrates cellular biology and osteology, establishing
novel routes for accelerated bone regeneration [21,22].

The application of SVF in treating bone fractures operates in various ways. It facili-
tates enhanced bone formation, wherein SVF propels the differentiation of both resident
progenitor cells and those within the fraction itself into osteoblasts, thereby boosting bone
formation at the fracture site. Through immune modulation, SVF, with its composition
of immune cells, refines inflammatory responses, mitigating excessive inflammation and
creating a favorable environment conducive to healing. SVF promotes angiogenesis, en-
suring the formation of an integrated vascular network within the healing bone, which is
crucial for the supply of essential nutrients and oxygen, and is crucial for optimal bone
regeneration and pain reduction [23–25].

This literature review aims for a critical comparative analysis of SVF (Figure 1) with
other common bone stimulation mechanisms, such as electrical stimulation, LIPUS, and
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BMPs. The efficacy and the potential limitations of each treatment modality in bone fracture
healing are compared.
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SVF were observed.

2. Materials and Methods

Given the extensive and detailed nature of this review, it is crucial to outline a struc-
tured and rigorous methodological framework. This would entail comprehensive literature
review strategies, identification of key interventions, and an analytical approach to synthe-
sizing gathered information. The study was registered with the International Platform of
Registered Systematic Review and Meta-analysis Protocols (INPLASY). Our registration
number is INPLASY2023100066.

2.1. Literature Search Strategy

A systematic and detailed search of the literature was conducted utilizing databases
such as PubMed, Scopus, and Google Scholar. Keywords used for the search included
but were not limited to “Bone Fracture Healing”, “Stroma Vascular Fraction”, “Electrical
Stimulation”, “Ultrasound Stimulation”, “Mechanical Stimulation”, “Biological Interven-
tions”, “Nutritional and Pharmacological Stimulation”, “Bone Morphogenetic Proteins”,
“Platelet-Rich Plasma”, and “Stem Cell Therapy”. The literature search was confined to
articles published in English from 2016 to 2023.

Inclusion Criteria: Studies included in this review met the following criteria: Peer-
reviewed articles, reviews, and clinical trials focusing on SVF or other bone stimulation
mechanisms in the context of bone fracture healing. Studies providing insights into the
mechanisms of action, efficacy, clinical applications, and outcomes of the reviewed methods.
Publications available in full text.

Exclusion Criteria: Studies not related to bone fracture healing or not focused on SVF
or the compared bone stimulation mechanisms. Publications like conference abstracts,
editorials, and letters, which did not provide sufficient data or detailed insights.

Data Extraction: From each selected study, the following data were extracted: the
author(s), year of publication, study design, sample size, type of bone stimulation mecha-
nism studied, clinical applications, outcomes, and limitations. A data extraction form was
developed to ensure uniformity in the extraction process.
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2.2. Quality Assessment

The quality of the included studies was rigorously assessed using appropriate critical
appraisal tools. The assessment focused on the study design, methodology, result reliability,
and the relevance and validity of the conclusions drawn.

Data extracted from the studies were comprehensively analyzed and integrated to
draw conclusions. Comparative analyses were carried out to evaluate the mechanisms,
applications, and outcomes of SVF against the other bone stimulation mechanisms. Em-
phasis was laid on identifying the advantages, limitations, and potential improvements of
each method.

Each included study was subjected to evaluation to assess the quality of evidence
presented. Studies were evaluated based on their methodological rigor, validity of findings,
relevance to the review topic, and contribution to the understanding of bone fracture healing
stimulation. For each selected article, data were extracted by two independent reviewers
(E.N.G. and N.M.). The data comprised the year of publication, study type, number of
participants (for clinical trials), main findings, and conclusions and complications. Any
discrepancies between the reviewers were resolved through discussion until a consensus
was reached.

Appropriate tables, graphs, and illustrations were utilized to present data and findings
in a visually coherent and informative manner, aiding the reader in grasping the intricate
details and complexities of each intervention.

2.3. Ethical Considerations

While the present review does not involve original research or direct interaction with
human subjects, ethical considerations were maintained through accurate and unbiased
representation of the identified studies and acknowledgement of the original sources
of information.

3. Results

The meticulous systematic literature search initially found 39 relevant articles. How-
ever, after the diligent removal of duplicate entries and subsequent careful screening of
titles and abstracts, only 22 articles were deemed fit for a more comprehensive assessment
of eligibility. After the first screening, eight articles were selected, and 14 were excluded. In
the last screening series of articles, five were selected. Each of these five carefully assessed
articles successfully met the predetermined inclusion criteria and was therefore integrated
into the review, as delineated in Table 1. The group of selected studies encompasses a
diverse array of research methodologies, including prospective and/or retrospective case
series, randomized controlled clinical trials, and insightful reviews.

This methodical and rigorous approach constructs a well-organized structure, facilitat-
ing an in-depth and systematic examination of the extant literature on SVF. This endeavor
yields substantial insights, elucidating the revolutionary potential inherent in this unique
cellular entity in the realm of regenerative medicine (Tables 2 and 3). A detailed repre-
sentation of the methodological progression and selection stages of the study is shown in
Figure 2 through the PRISMA flow diagram.

In addition, Tables 4 and 5 reported complications associated with SVF therapy for
bone healing and complications associated with various bone healing stimulation tech-
niques, respectively.
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Table 1. Comparative analysis of articles on SVF in bone fracture healing [26–30].

Authors Objectives Methodology Sample Size Main Findings Following Time
(Months)

Saxer
et al. [26]

To explore the efficacy of SVF in
enhancing bone regeneration in fractures Prospective 8 SVF significantly improves bone regeneration speed 12

Urlaub
et al. [27]

To examine the efficacy of SVF to
enhance healing outcomes in a murine

model of irradiated mandibular fracture
Prospective 35

SVF therapy significantly improved all metrics of bone
vascularization compared to the irradiated fracture group

and was not statistically different from fracture. Bone
cellularity and maturity were restored to non-irradiated
levels in the irradiated fracture with SVF group despite

preoperative radiation.

NA

Sananta
et al. [28]

To determine the effect of SVF from
adipose tissue in the process of bone

defect healing, measured by
TGF-β1 biomarker.

Randomized controlled trial 12

TGF- β1 biomarker expressions were higher in the group
with SVF application than in the group without SVF

application. All comparisons of the SVF group and positive
control group showed significant differences

(p = 0.000), respectively.

3

Dradjat
et al. [29] Randomized controlled trial 12

Osteocalcin biomarker expressions were higher in the group
treated with SVF application than those without using SVF.

All comparisons of the SVF group and positive control group
showed significant differences (p < 0.05).

3

Kamenaga
et al. [30]

To evaluate the therapeutic effect of
(SVF) cells on fracture healing in a rat

non-healing fracture model and
comparing the effects between freshly

isolated (F) and cryopreserved (C)-SVFs.

Prospective 5

SVF cells can enhance bone healing and cryopreserved cells
have almost equal potential as fresh cells. SVF cells can be
used for improving nonunion bone fracture healing as an

alternative to other mesenchymal stem cells and the effect of
SVF cells can be maintained under cryopreservation.

2

NA, not available.

Table 2. Comparative table of reviewed stimulation of bone fracture healing.

Stimulation
Technique Mechanism of Action Application Method Primary Benefit

Electrical
stimulation [9,10]

Utilizes electric fields or currents to stimulate cellular
processes involved in bone repair.

Varies depending on the type; can involve surgical
insertion of electrodes or external application.

Promotes bone healing through cellular activation
and biochemical reactions.

Ultrasound
stimulation [10,12]

Employs sound waves of specific frequencies and
intensities to influence cellular activities. External application focusing on the fracture site. Enhances osteoblast activities, hastening

bone healing.
Mechanical

stimulation [13,14]
Applies measured forces to synchronize with the

body’s reparative responses.
Use of specialized devices to apply forces directly

or indirectly on the fracture.
Rekindles cellular processes for bone formation and

supports bone density improvement.
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Table 2. Cont.

Stimulation
Technique Mechanism of Action Application Method Primary Benefit

Biological
intervention [10,19,20]

Uses natural accelerators like BMPs to speed up
bone growth. Direct application to the fracture zone. Accelerates bone growth and regeneration.

SVF [22–24] Harvested from adipose tissue; packed with cellular
entities to facilitate healing. Injection or application at the fracture site.

Enhances bone formation, immune modulation,
vascular integration, and creates an optimized

cellular environment for healing.
Nutritional and
pharmacological
stimulation [10]

Involve essential elements and medications to bolster
bone’s recovery. Oral intake or injection, as per the advised dosage. Fortifies bones, enhances bone density, and

accelerates bone repair mechanisms.

Table 3. Comparative overview of various bone stimulation modalities [10–26].

Criterion Electrical Stimulation [11] Ultrasound Stimulation [12] Mechanical
Stimulation [13,16]

Biological
Intervention [19] SVF [22,26] Nutritional and Pharmacological

Stimulation [20]

Invasiveness Varies Non-invasive Varies Invasive Invasive Non-invasive
Ease of

application Moderate Easy Moderate Complex Moderate Easy

Targeted
outcome Bone repair Bone formation Bone formation/density Bone

growth/regeneration Multi-functional Bone fortification

Potential side
effects Minimal Minimal Minimal Varies Minimal Minimal, dose-dependent

Applicability Broad Specific Broad Specific Broad Broad

Table 4. Complications associated with stromal vascular fraction (SVF) therapy for bone healing.

Complication Description Potential Impact Mitigation Strategies

Invasiveness of procedure [31] Surgical extraction of adipose tissue is required. Risks like infection, bleeding, and anesthesia reactions. Use sterile techniques; skilled surgical procedures.
Risk of infection [32,33] Introduction of pathogens during the procedure. Local or systemic infections. Adhere to aseptic techniques; prophylactic antibiotics.

Immune reaction [33–35] Body may react to reintroduced cells. Inflammation, rejection, or adverse immune response. Close monitoring; use autologous cells to reduce risk.
Pain and discomfort [36,37] At the adipose tissue harvesting site. Swelling, bruising, and discomfort. Pain management; post-procedure care.

Risk of embolism [38] Fat droplets entering the bloodstream. Blockage in blood vessels; potentially life-threatening. Careful handling; monitoring during and after procedure.
Quality and purity of SVF [39,40] Isolation process must be controlled. Reduced efficacy; introduction of other complications. Rigorous processing protocols; quality control measures.
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Table 5. Comparative table focusing on the complications associated with various bone healing stimulation techniques.

Stimulation
Technique

Electrical
Stimulation [41,42]

Ultrasound
Stimulation [12,43]

Mechanical
Stimulation [15,44,45]

Biological
Intervention [46]

SVF (Stroma
Vascular

Fraction) [32,37,39,40,47]

Nutritional and
Pharmacological

Stimulation [48–50]

Invasiveness and
surgical risks

Non-invasive, no
surgical risks

Non-invasive,
no surgical risks

May be non-invasive or
invasive

Often invasive (surgical
implantation)

Invasive (adipose tissue
harvesting) Non-invasive

Risk of infection Low, at electrode sites Low, at
application site

Higher with
invasive methods

High due to
surgery

High due to
surgery

Low, unless
injections are

involved

Immune and
tissue reaction

Possible
irritation or

allergic reaction to
electrodes

Minimal,
possible skin

irritation

Variable; higher with
invasive methods

Possible immune
reaction to biological

materials

Potential
immune reaction to
reintroduced cells

Rare, mainly
hypersensitivity to

supplements

Pain and
discomfort

Mild discomfort at
application sites

Mild discomfort at
application sites

Can vary;
significant with invasive

methods

Post-surgical pain and
discomfort

Pain and
swelling at

harvesting site
Generally minimal

Procedure-specific
complications

Skin irritation, electrical
burns (rare)

Thermal injury to tissues
(rare)

Joint stiffness,
aggravation of

injury

Rejection,
inflammation,
overgrowth

of tissue

Embolism,
variable healing efficacy,

tissue damage

Side effects specific to
medications or
supplements

Long-term
complications Rare Rare Depends on method and

patient response

Depends on type of
biological

material used

Limited
long-term data

available

Depends on
long-term effects of

medications

Need for repeat
procedures Rarely required Rarely required May require

follow-up adjustments

May need
additional
treatments

Possible need for repeat
procedures

Depends on
treatment regimen

Efficacy and
predictability

Generally
predictable,

efficacy varies
Efficacy can be variable

Efficacy varies widely
with

technique

Varies based on
biological

material and
patient response

Unpredictable
efficacy, varies by individual

Efficacy varies,
dependent on
condition and
supplement

Other risks and
considerations

Device
dependency and

maintenance

Inefficacy in
certain cases

Dependency
on device or
mechanical
application

Risk of over- or
under-stimulation of

tissue growth

Quality and
purity of SVF, technique

sensitivity

Nutrient
imbalances,

interactions with other
medications
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4. Discussion

The reviewed studies collectively demonstrate the potential applications of SVF as
stimulator in the bone fracture healing process (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Different methods of bone fracture stimulation.

The purification process ensures that unwanted components or non-functional el-
ements are removed, leaving behind a highly enriched fraction that can be safely and
effectively used for regenerative purposes [29,51,52]. The purification and analysis of SVF
requires a thorough assessment of its molecular and cellular components. Cellular compo-
sition is often deciphered using flow cytometry, which uses specific markers to quantify
cell types, such as ASCs (CD34+, CD31−, CD45−), endothelial cells (CD31+), and immune
cells (CD45+). Additionally, microscopy, such as histological or fluorescent examinations,
visually presents cellular composition (Table 6) [53], containing a diverse array of cells
such as adipose-derived stem cells (ADSCs), pericytes, and smooth muscle cells. SVF has
demonstrated promising regenerative, immunomodulatory, and anti-inflammatory effects
(Table 6).

Table 6. SVF cell content isolated from the aqueous portion.

Type of Cells Functions Authors, Year [Ref.]

Mesenchymal
progenitor/stem cells

Capacity to perform self-renewal, differentiation into specific cell
lineages, and support maintenance of other cells via paracrine secretion. Francis et al., 2018 [54]

Lymphocytes

Participate in both innate and adaptive immune responses with multiple
effects or functions.

Produce antibodies, direct cell-mediated killing of virus-infected and/or
tumor cells and regulate immune responses.

Busato et al., 2020 [55]

Smooth muscle cells Display involuntary contractile activity to control the diameter, wall
movement, and wall stiffness of specific organs. Busato et al., 2020 [55]

Adipose tissue-derived
stem cells

Secrete growth factors, cytokines, and antioxidant factors into a
microenvironment, regulating intracellular signaling pathways in

neighboring cells. Protective outcome via inflammatory and
immunomodulatory effects.

Bora et al., 2017 [22]
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Table 6. Cont.

Type of Cells Functions Authors, Year [Ref.]

Preadipocytes

Promote growth of adipose tissue by differentiating into mature and
metabolically active adipocytes.

Proliferating preadipocytes may also exhibit phagocytic activity towards
microorganisms and behave similarly to macrophage-like cells.

Matsuo et al., 2020 [56]

Mφ2 macrophage

The type 2 macrophage (Mφ2) is produced by the type 2 T helper
immune response and takes on an anti-inflammatory role, typically

characterized by an increase in the production of interleukins (IL-4, IL-5,
IL-9 and IL-13). It is also directly involved in regenerative and tissue

repair processes that occur after injuries.

Contreras et al., 2015 [57];
Dey et al., 2021 [58]

T cells

As components of the adaptive immune system with major importance,
these cells are responsible for eliminating infected host cells, activating

other immune cells, and secreting cytokines that further regulate
immune responses.

Dulong et al., 2022 [59]

Endothelial precursor
cells and

endothelial cells

Differentiate into functional endothelial cells and sustain vasculo genesis
by incorporating themselves into the injured endothelium with the

formation of functional blood vessels and through the local secretion of
pro-angiogenic factors with a paracrine effect on the cells that form the

vessel. Play a critical role in vascular homeostasis as well as
physiological or pathological processes such as thrombosis,

inflammation, and vascular wall remodeling.
Resting endothelial cells control blood flow and the passage of protein

from blood into tissues, as well as inhibiting inflammation and
preventing coagulation

Gulyaeva et al., 2019 [60]

4.1. Steps of SVF

The steps of SVF separation can be summarized as (a) liposuction, (b) mechanical
separation or faxination, (c) initial filtration, (d) washing, (e) final filtration, (f) SVF and
adipose graft harvesting, and (g) cell counting and/or characterization (Table 7) [52,53,61–64].

Table 7. Steps of stromal vascular fraction separation.

Conventional Modified Approach

Obtaining adipose
tissue

- Abdominal fat
- Reusable Sorenson-type lipoaspiration

cannula
- Klein’s Translumination solution: modified
- Klein solution (500 mL isotonic, 20 mL

lidocaine, 2% epinephrine, 2 mL bicarbonate)
- 50 mL Luer-Lock syringe

- Abdominal fat
- Disposable/re-usable Coleman-style cannula
- Klein’s Translumination solution: modified
- Klein solution (500 mL isotonic, 20 mL

lidocaine, 2% epinephrine, 2 mL bicarbonate)
- 50 mL Luer-Lock syringe

Mechanical
separation/shredding

- Shredding of tissue by shaking with glass
ball (shaking time and strength depend on
the user)

- Separation by the effect of gravity in a screw
form mechanical separator at standard
power and time

Pre-filtration - Polyethylene filtration in a 100 µm porous
polyethylene bag

- Filtration with the effect of gravity in the
100 µm porous device whose base will be
supported by a metallic or polymeric cage

Washing [–] - Washing in the device

Final filtration - Filtration on 10 µm porous polyethylene
filters in 10 mL syringes

- Final filtration with the rise of adipose tissue
and SVF to the solution surface in serum
within the device

Collection of
SVF/adipose tissue - Available in an equivalent system

- Proximal adipose tissue and SVF separation
reservoir

Cell counting and
characterization

- Cell counting, determination of viability,
determination of cell characteristics, and
histochemical identification

- Cell counting, determination of viability,
determination of cell characteristics, and
histochemical identification
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In the process of finding optimal bone regeneration strategies, the exploration of SVF
has presented substantial insights. Saxer et al. [26] conducted a prospective study to scruti-
nize the efficacy of SVF in enhancing bone regeneration, with significant improvements
noted over 12 months, delineating its potential to augment bone regenerative processes
effectively. Conversely, a comparison between studies like those of Urlaub et al. [27] and
Sananta et al. [28] illustrated the versatility of SVF applications, from restoring bone cel-
lularity and maturity in irradiated fractures to promoting higher expressions of TGF-β1
biomarkers, substantiating the multifaceted healing attributes of SVF in various bone
defect contexts.

Differentiation from stem cell concentrators used in spinal surgery: stem cell concentra-
tors used in spinal surgery typically involve the concentration of bone marrow aspirate [63].
This aspirate predominantly contains hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and a smaller pro-
portion of mesenchymal stem cells [51,64]. In contrast, SVF derived from adipose tissue
has a higher proportion of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) compared to HSCs [54,55].
MSCs in SVF are particularly noted for their regenerative potential in tissue engineering
and regenerative medicine [65]. The extraction process for SVF from adipose tissue is
different from the centrifugation and filtration methods typically used for concentrating
bone marrow aspirate. The therapeutic applications of these two types of stem cell sources
can differ due to their varying cellular compositions [66]. While bone marrow concentrate is
often used for its potential in bone regeneration and hematopoietic support, SVF is sought
after for soft tissue regeneration, immunomodulation, and angiogenesis, alongside bone
healing [56,57].

The findings of Kamenaga et al. [30] illuminated the potential of both freshly isolated
and cryopreserved SVF cells to enhance bone healing in non-healing fracture models,
thereby broadening the scope and accessibility of SVF utilization in clinical settings. Dradjat
et al. [29] also reported higher osteocalcin biomarker expressions in groups treated with
SVF, indicating its promising role in bone metabolism and turnover.

These studies, while diverse in their objectives and methodologies, uniformly highlight
the potential of SVF in improving various metrics of bone regeneration and vascularization
compared to other stimulation methods. However, it is imperative to consider that these find-
ings are drawn from a relatively small pool of studies with limited sample sizes, signifying
the need for more extensive and diversified research to corroborate these initial observations
and understand the comprehensive implications of SVF in bone healing strategies.

When comparing SVF to alternative methods such as electrical stimulation, ultrasound
stimulation, and mechanical stimulation in the context of bone regeneration, it becomes
evident that SVF offers several distinct advantages, despite its invasive nature. Firstly,
SVF’s multifaceted therapeutic outcomes stem from its unique composition, which includes
adipose-derived stem cells (ADSCs), pericytes, and smooth muscle cells. This heteroge-
neous mixture collaborates to create an optimal environment for healing, promoting not
only bone formation but also immune modulation and vascular integration. This com-
prehensive approach to healing sets SVF apart from other methods, which often focus
on a single aspect of bone repair [67,68]. Secondly, SVF’s ability to modulate biomarkers
associated with bone regeneration, as highlighted in Table 1, showcases its potential to
influence healing processes at a molecular level. This precision in targeting key factors
involved in bone repair can result in superior and more predictable outcomes [69]. In com-
parison to other bone healing methods like electrical stimulation, ultrasound stimulation,
and mechanical stimulation, SVF offers a unique advantage through its ability to address
multiple facets of the healing process at the molecular level. Electrical stimulation, for
instance, primarily acts through electrical fields and currents to stimulate cellular responses.
Ultrasound stimulation relies on sound waves to influence osteoblast activities [6,12], while
mechanical stimulation applies forces to initiate reparative responses and enhance bone
density (Table 1) [10].

SVF’s versatility lies in its ability to not only activate cellular processes but also
modulate molecular signals, such as the expression of key biomarkers associated with
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bone regeneration. The modulation of these biomarkers can lead to more predictable and
superior healing outcomes [68]. For instance, the upregulation of TGF-β1 biomarkers, as
seen in studies like Sananta et al. [28], signifies SVF’s role in enhancing signaling pathways
critical to bone healing.

The harvesting of adipose tissue can be considered more invasive compared to the non-
invasive application of electrical, ultrasound, or mechanical stimulation. This necessitates a
careful evaluation of SVF’s applicability in each patient’s specific case, taking into account
factors such as the extent of the fracture, the patient’s overall health, and their willingness to
undergo a surgical procedure [35]. While SVF offers promising and multifaceted therapeutic
outcomes for bone regeneration, its invasiveness requires a nuanced approach to patient
care [35,36,70]. It should be considered as a valuable option, especially in cases where its
unique capabilities align with the patient’s needs and preferences, ultimately ensuring the
holistic well-being of individuals seeking bone healing interventions. Further research and
clinical studies will continue to refine our understanding of SVF’s role in bone regeneration
and its optimal applications [37].

The invasiveness of the procedure can lead to complications like bleeding, infection,
and anesthesia-related reactions [33,34]. To mitigate these risks, advanced surgical tech-
niques, state-of-the-art sterilization methods, and careful patient selection are employed.

The procedure also poses a risk of infection due to the potential exposure to pathogens,
which is addressed through maintaining a strictly aseptic environment, using prophylactic
antibiotics, and closely monitoring for post-procedure infections. Using autologous cells
helps minimize rejection risks, and patients are closely monitored for adverse immune
responses post-procedure. Pain and discomfort at the adipose tissue harvesting site, in-
cluding swelling and bruising, are common but managed with effective pain protocols and
comprehensive post-procedure care [31,54–56]. The risk of embolism, with fat droplets
potentially entering the bloodstream, is another serious concern. This is mitigated through
meticulous technique during extraction and re-injection and rigorous post-procedure mon-
itoring. The quality and purity of SVF are also critical for therapy success, necessitating
strict isolation and processing protocols and regular quality control checks.

In comparison, other bone healing stimulation techniques present different challenges.
Electrical stimulation is generally low-risk but may cause skin irritation, allergic reactions
to electrodes, and rare electrical burns [41]. Proper electrode placement and device mainte-
nance are important considerations. Ultrasound stimulation carries minimal risks like skin
irritation and rare thermal injuries, with careful application and intensity monitoring being
crucial [43]. Mechanical stimulation varies from non-invasive to invasive, with the latter
posing risks such as joint stiffness or aggravation of injury [15]. Biological intervention
carries risks of immune reactions and post-surgical pain, necessitating the selection of
biocompatible materials and close monitoring for rejection or inflammation. Nutritional
and pharmacological stimulation is generally non-invasive but can cause hypersensitivity
to supplement- and medication-specific side effects [46]. Tailoring treatment to individ-
ual dietary needs and monitoring for adverse reactions are key considerations in this
approach. Each of these techniques requires a tailored approach based on the specific needs
and conditions of the patient to effectively manage and mitigate the associated risks and
complications.

4.2. Limitations of the Study
4.2.1. Predominance of Alternative Methods in Literature

The conspicuous preponderance of studies exploring alternative stimulation mecha-
nisms in the gathered literature might have skewed the comparative analysis. The dispro-
portionate representation of electrical stimulation, LIPUS, and BMPs could have marginal-
ized the elucidation of SVF’s unique attributes and potential contributions to bone healing.
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4.2.2. Scarcity of Human Studies on SVF

The lack of human clinical studies involving SVF was a salient limitation, with a
predominant reliance on animal-based experimental studies. While animal models are
invaluable in biomedical research, the translational efficacy of findings to human subjects
remains fraught with uncertainties due to physiological, anatomical, and metabolic dispari-
ties between species. This paucity of human data limits the extrapolation and application
of SVF findings to clinical human contexts, compromising the formulation of conclusive
assessments and recommendations.

4.2.3. Potential Publication Bias and Generalizability Concerns

The discernible scarcity of SVF studies may also be reflective of a potential publication
bias, where studies with negative or inconclusive results might not have been published.
This can skew the available evidence base and might lead to overly optimistic interpreta-
tions of SVF’s efficacy and applicability in bone fracture healing. Given the imbalances
and disparities in the available literature, the generalizability of the comparative findings
and conclusions drawn in this review is inherently circumscribed. It underscores the ne-
cessity for cautious interpretation and application of the results, particularly in the clinical
translation of SVF as a viable bone stimulation method.

4.2.4. Developmental Stage of SVF Research

The initial and exploratory stage of SVF research in bone fracture healing might
have restricted the depth of analysis possible, in contrast to the more established and
extensively studied alternative methods. The beginning stage of SVF research underlines
the preliminary nature of the presented comparisons and interpretations.

Regulatory and safety concerns: As with any cell-based therapy, SVF is subject to
stringent regulatory requirements to ensure safety and efficacy, which can be a barrier to its
widespread adoption; regulatory agencies like the FDA have stringent requirements for
cell-based therapies in bone fractures.

Technical complexity and skill requirement: The extraction, processing, and applica-
tion of SVF require specialized skills and equipment, limiting its accessibility and increasing
the cost.

Necessity for further research: The current developmental stage of SVF research is
still in its infancy. More comprehensive and diversified studies are needed to validate
preliminary observations and understand the full implications of SVF in bone healing.

5. Conclusions

The comparative analysis provided herein offers a novel insight into the multifaceted
therapeutic potentials and limitations of SVF relative to other bone healing modalities,
aiming to contribute to the body of knowledge and elucidate optimal strategies in bone
regeneration and repair. However, despite the promising findings, it is crucial to acknowl-
edge the limitations, such as the scarcity of human studies, potential publication bias, and
the nascent state of SVF research. These constraints necessitate cautious interpretation
and call for more comprehensive and diversified studies to validate these preliminary
observations, substantiate the comparative benefits, and understand the comprehensive
implications of SVF in bone healing strategies. The need for further research is critical to
overcome the imbalances and disparities in the available literature, to address the generaliz-
ability concerns, and to advance the clinical translation of SVF as a viable and effective bone
stimulation method. Meanwhile, the relative safety and lack of complications in reported
studies position SVF as a compelling candidate in the array of bone healing modalities,
offering a superior and multifaceted approach to bone regeneration and repair, subject to
careful evaluation and application in suitable contexts.
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